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DISCOVERY OF INLAND CORAL REEF OPENS
NEW QUESTIONS OF EARTH'S EVOLUTION
MISSOULA The first discovery in the United States of the remains of a coral reef
far inland from its original position has raised new questions about the
development and evolution of the North American continent.
George D. Stanley Jr., associate professor of geology at the University
of Montana, and Baba Senowbari-Daryan, a West German reef paleontologist,
conducted field studies in the Wallowa Mountains of northeastern Oregon last
summer that led to the discovery of the reef.
The two scientists say the reef is dominated by large corals, algae,
sponges and a variety of other fossils almost identical to species found
in the Alps of central Europe.
reef systems match closely.

Physical and biological aspects of the two

The European reefs were part of a vast system

that flourished through a seaway which now forms the Alpine backbone of
Eurasia.
The highly folded and faulted Wallowa Mountains had long puzzled
geologists.

Evidence of the coral reef proves they are actually part of a

"suspect terrane," one of many displaced bodies of rock moved by sea floor
spreading and tectonic plate faulting.

Eventually the terrane crashed into

North America adding new western territory to the continental edge.
-more-

Thus the

add one

reefs

reef may have an origin completely independent of what then consitituted the
North American continent.
The emergence of corals as the dominant organism and builder in the
world’s warmwater reefs during the Triassic Period 220 million years ago was a
major turning point in the earth’s evolution.

Discovery of the coral reef in

Oregon casts new light on the early evolution of such reefs and, because of
its stiking similarity to European reefs, opens new questions about ancient
geography.
The discovery is part of Stanley's work under a two-year National
Science Foundation grant to investigate and compare reefs in North and South
America.

A detailed report will be published in the February issue of Palaios,

a new international journal in the geological sciences.
For more information contact George D. Stanley Jr. in the Department of
Geology, University of Montana, Missoula, M T . 59812, or call 406-243-5693.
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